Martin Luther & Pope Francis in Bible Prophecy
This Sunday is called ‘Reformation Sunday’ in the Protestant
denominations and on Halloween, a couple of days from now, they will
be celebrating the 500th anniversary of Martin Luther posting his
famous 95 theses on the doors of Wittenberg Cathedral and that
marked the beginning of the breakup of Christianity which is also
symbolized by the White Horse of apostasy in the book of Revelation.
And on this program I want to talk about two ‘Stars’ that fall in the book
of Revelation, and that would be Martin Luther and Pope Francis.
Martin Luther is a precursor of the False Prophet and, of course, Pope
Francis, he IS the False Prophet. And these are just my opinions; I
don't have proof yet; but I think it will become much more obvious as
we go along.
So first, let me read in the book of Revelation where we find Martin
Luther, and this is in chapter 9, verse number 1: ‘And the fifth angel
sounded and I saw a star fall (in the book of Revelation, John refers
to the clergy, the Catholic clergy, as stars and so this star that falls
refers to a Catholic priest who fell and that would be Martin Luther) he
fell from heaven unto the earth and to him was given the key of
the bottomless pit.’ Now who gave him this key? Almighty God gave
the key to Martin Luther. Martin Luther is a test for Christians just as
God will give the key to the Antichrist as found in Daniel, chapter 4
verse number 17, and He also appointed Pope Francis as the False
Prophet. By the way, I am using a King James Version. I don't want to
be accused of using a Catholic Bible to describe a Protestant; this is
the KJV Protestant Bible. Chapter 9, verse number 2, still talking about
Martin Luther: ‘And he opened the bottomless pit and there arose
smoke out of the pit as the smoke of a great furnace (smoke would
symbolize spiritual darkness) and the sun and the air were darkened
by reason of the smoke of the pit.’
And verse number 3: ‘And there came out of the smoke locusts
upon the earth (those would be demons) and unto them was given
power as the scorpions of the earth have power and it was
commanded that they should not hurt the grass of the earth
neither any green thing neither any tree.’ That ‘greenness’ refers to
people in the Catholic Church. Remember in the Olivet Discourse,
Jesus refers to the Catholic Church as a green field from which
Catholics must flee when they see the Abomination of Desolation; and
so Martin Luther is going to seduce people through these locusts.
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‘Trees’ would symbolize the hierarchy, the bishops and the Cardinals,
‘neither any tree but only those men which have not the seal of
God in their foreheads.’ And verse number 5: ‘And to them it was
given that they should not kill them but that they should be
tormented five months.’ The time frame ‘five months’ is symbolic of
five centuries, and since Martin Luther posted his 95 theses five
hundred years ago on Halloween of 1517, those five hundred years
are almost up: the five century plague of locusts is finished! ‘And their
torment was as the torment of a scorpion when it striketh a man.’
And verse number 12: ‘One woe is passed (that's the White Horse of
apostasy) and behold there come two woes more hereafter.’ And
one of those woes is nuclear warfare.
So now, let's look and see where Pope Francis is found in the book of
Revelation and this would be in chapter 13, verse number 16, talking
about the False Prophet, the beast that comes up out of the earth:
‘And he causeth all, both small and great, rich and poor, free and
bond to receive a mark in their right hand or in their foreheads.’
This has not yet happened. Pope Francis has come up out of the earth
already but he has not yet caused everyone to take the Mark of the
Beast; that will occur in the very near future. Verse number 17: ‘That
no man may buy or sell save he that has the mark or the name of
the beast or the number of his name.' And since Pope Francis is a
little higher up the chain of command than Martin Luther we see him
described somewhat differently in the book of Revelation, chapter 8,
verse number 10: ‘And the third angel sounded and there fell a
great star.’ Thus, Pope Francis is described as a ‘great’ star; Martin
Luther was described merely as a star. ‘Great’ star indicates a higherranking star, in other words, Pope Francis: ‘fell from heaven burning
as they were a lamp and it fell upon the third part of the rivers and
upon the fountains of waters.’ In other words Pope Francis is only
going to seduce one-third of the Catholics; ’and the name of the star
is called wormwood.’ ‘Wormwood’ is not something that has to do
with Chernobyl or a real star or meteorite falling from the sky; it refers
to Pope Francis. He is a ‘star’, like a ‘movie star’ or ‘sports star’. ‘Star’
is the term John uses for the rank of clergymen ‘and the third part of
the waters became wormwood.’ That's the good news! Pope
Francis is only able to seduce one-third of the Catholics, ‘and many
men died of the waters because they were made bitter’. The FP’s
false doctrines cause spiritual death.
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So now, let's see where ‘Wormwood’, that is Pope Francis, is found in
Jeremiah 23, verse number 15: ‘Therefore thus saith the Lord of
Hosts concerning the prophets (‘prophet’ is Jeremiah's code word
for Protestant, the same as in Isaiah and Micah, as well as here in
Jeremiah and in the book of Revelation, and he, ‘Wormwood’, is going
to preach to the ‘prophets’ and they will accept him) behold I will feed
them (the Protestant prophets) with wormwood.’ Here God is telling
us that He is appointing the False Prophet, Pope Francis just as He will
appoint the Antichrist, and I'm sure He also appointed Martin Luther. ‘I
will feed them with wormwood and make them drink the water of
gall (1).’ So, it's really not surprising that Pope Francis and Martin
Luther are both ‘stars’ that fall in the book of Revelation. Luther is a
precursor of the False Prophet so it's not surprising that Pope Francis
has an affinity with Martin Luther.
I want to read known excerpt from the ‘Filial Correction’. Sixty-two
Catholic Bible scholars published the ‘Filial Correction’ on September
23rd, 2017, the date of the Great Sign, and here's what they had to say
about the relationship between Pope Francis and Martin Luther: ‘Most
Holy Father, permit us also to express our wonderment and
sorrow at two events occurring in the heart of the Church, which
likewise suggest the favor in which the German heresiarch (that
would be Martin Luther) is held under your pontificate. On January
the 15th, 2016, a group of Finnish Lutherans were granted Holy
Communion in the course of a celebration of Holy Mass that took
place in St. Peter's Basilica.’ No one who does not believe that
Jesus is really present in the Eucharist should be allowed to receive
Communion. The only possibility I can think of here is that Pope
Francis already understands that his consecrations are invalid because
his intention is flawed. Is that the reason Francis never genuflects at
his consecrations.? And he is causing invalid consecrations in
Germany and in Malta but not yet in Poland or Portugal. I believe every
Bishop is going to have to make a decision: will they follow the False
Prophet, Pope Francis, and consequently their consecrations will be
invalid. But as I say, 2/3 will not. So that's the good news. And this
Filial Correction continues: ‘On 13th October, 2016, Your Holiness
presided over a meeting of Catholics and Lutherans in the Vatican
addressing them from a stage on which a statue of Martin Luther
was erected.’ Wow, can you believe that; a statue of Martin Luther? I
didn't think Protestants allowed statues; that's really crazy. But it shows
you how far these two denominations, both the Roman Catholic and
the Lutheran, have fallen along with their leaders, the apostate ‘Stars’.
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Now I want to mention the people who have been contributing to my
book fund and I appreciate all of these people very much and I hope
you can help out also; and specifically, Larry in Texas, Stephen M,
thank you very much, Julie F., and I'm not going to give you their last
names, I don't have permission, Adam and Nancy, Michael R. and I
especially want to thank Renata in Canada. She's the one who sent
me a picture, it was either last year or the year before, of that satanic
image of the child Jesus; I did a video on it. So thanks again, Renata.
And I especially want to thank Charlene; she gave me a very generous
donation and she sent me two books. So these are beautiful books;
thank you so much Charlene, and this one I'm especially interested in:
‘The Father Speaks to his Children’, and I had never heard of this
visionary, Mother Eugenia.

1) I believe ‘wormwood’ and ‘gall’ refer to the two elements of a false Eucharist;
substitutes for the Body and Blood of our Lord.
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